Bored out of his mind by forty games of speed Carcassonne online, Joe sat surfing the web. One by one he flipped through the pages bookmarked in his web browser, searching for entertainment, finding nothing. When he reached Meow Meow Anim he skipped it, not even bothering to check it for updates. Eventually he came across Blue Sky.

The first thing Joe saw on the page was a photo of a throng of people, many of them graying and carrying humongous cardboard signs above their heads. Above it, the words: "Anti-DHS Protest in Berkeley, CA."

"Well," said Joe, "maybe this artsy loser's blog could become a good news source."

He clicked through to read the entire post. It was a real-time entry, Joe soon realized, updated constantly as this dorito fellow moved about the protest photographing the insane Berkeley radicals. He sat and watched the page update for a while as the crowds thickened. Every now and then dorito would update the post with some bits of text. Comments on signs he saw, rants about the hippie stench, those sorts of things. Joe found himself liking the blog's proprietor more and more. He clearly wasn't a Berkeley local and he clearly wasn't nearly half as insane as Joe's girlfriend.

After about fifteen minutes, Joe noticed the following text spring up:

"Look at that, is that Rin?"

Following the text, a photo appeared. In the middle of the crowd of disgusting-looking hippies and old sign-bearers, Joe made out a familiar face. It was his girlfriend, the insane girl. The beauty. He remembered how he'd felt when they had first met through the Dungeons and Dragons forum, how he'd felt when they'd first exchanged photographs. How inadequate he had felt, and how lucky. He had cried while praying that night. It was the first time he had cried since graduating kindergarten, and it was the first time he had prayed.

Joe wasted no time in commenting on the post.

"dorito, you know Marin?"

What could that girl be doing at a radical protest? Joe wondered. She was insane enough, talking about following a dog, and taking down the Establishment. How much further off the deep end could she go? A radical protest in Berkeley. It must be happenstance that she's there, he decided. And then he took another look at the photograph dorito had posted. Between the legs of those surrounding his girlfriend, Joe could make out a sausage-shaped mammal.

A dachshund, he knew, and then he understood just how insane his girlfriend was.

